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said that the House of Lords would give way when the wiH &f the
people had been sufficiently expressed, and there had now beeij. two
elections on this issue. But the Parliament Bill had kindled passions
which were not to be controlled by logic and cool reason. The House
of Lords was being asked to accept not an ordinary measure to which
it took the ordinary partisan exception, but a blow to its own power
and prestige which the great majority of its members deeply resented
and expected their leaders to resist to the uttermost. These leaders
were still in the dark about the chief weapon in the armoury of their
opponents, and they seem to have decided that all the possibilities
should be exhausted before they counselled submission.
Lord Lansdowne had an interview with the TTing at Windsor on
27th January, 1911, and his biographer has printed the note he
made of their conversation on this occasion.
" H.M.", he says, " told me that he had had some controversy with
the Prime Minister as to the propriety of interviews between himself
and the leaders of the Opposition. H.M., however, had insisted,
explaining that he did not seek for advice, but desired knowledge at
first hand as to the views of the Opposition. Upon that, the P.M. had
reluctantly withdrawn his objection.3'
-Asquith had never on any ordinary occasion objected to the
King's seeing the leaders of the Opposition, and, in 1909, he had
actually advised King Edward that he was entirely within mb rights
in seeing them and discussing their action on the Budget with them.
But he did undoubtedly feel on this occasion that there might be
difficulties for the King as well as for the Government if he were
supposed to be acting as arbiter between Government and Opposi-
tion, a task which in the circumstances of the hour would have been
both invidious and dangerous. The distinction between ** seeking
advice " and " desiring knowledge " was in Asquith's view a veiy
fine one, and he had thought the matter important enough far him
to put his views on record in a minute as soon as the election was
over :
Asguith on the Functions of the Grown.
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The part to be played by the Crown, in such a situation as now exists,
lias happily been settled by the accumulated traditions and the^tmbrofeeaa
practice of more than 70 years. It is to act upon the advice of ibe

